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1. Introduction

This chapter will focus on the contribution of economics to environmental issues. This is

relevant as natural resources are of crucial importance in the process of production and

consumption. Without them, production and consumption would not be possible. Natural

resources are not restricted to raw materials such as iron ore and wood. It is the total function-

ing of the ecosystem which is vital to the production processes.

Economics is clearly relevant when dealing with environmental problems. In the economic

system, decisions are taken which will often lead to the use, and in many cases, abuse of nature

and the disruption of the environment. The use of the environment is always based on the

decisions of human beings which are taken in the process of production and consumption.

Therefore, we have to concentrate on the decision-making process, a central topic in economics.

Of course, when decisions are taken in society many arguments can play a role. However, an

analysis of costs and benefits can influence the balance of interests. When, for example, the idea

of the construction of the Channel tunnel came up for discussion costs and benefits of this

project could not be overlooked.

Most people will agree with the view that economics deals with production and consumption.

Labour, capital, and natural resources are used in the production process to ensure a sufficient

supply of goods and services which can be bought by consumers on markets. On the other hand,

there are collective goods such as the military, dikes, roads, infrastructure, and education. They

are provided by the government or by other authorities.
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Economic goods are scarce as scarce production factors are used to produce private goods as

well as collective goods. Labour, capital and natural resources are used in the production

process. This brings us to one of the most difficult topics in economics, namely the problem

of value and price, and in this case the price and value of nature and the environment. Natural

resources can have a price as is the case with coal, natural gas, iron ore, and land. However,

natural resources are in many cases worthless in the sense that they do not have a price. In most

countries in the temperate climate zone, for example, there are no shortages of water. The

quality of the water is, however, another point. In many cases, surface waters are more or less

polluted and not suitable for drinking purposes. As long as sufiicient water of good quality is

available, water does not have a price. However, as soon as pollution becomes significant,

drinking water will have a price. One cannot argue that drinking water only has an economic

significance when it has a price resulting from pollution. Before pollution it is also a significant

resource in the process of production and consumption. From this example it can be concluded

that the price is not always a correct indicator of economic scarcity and significance.

As the majority of natural resources do not have a price, a general impression has formed that

nature and the envirorunent are outside the realm of economics. It needs to be stressed that this

is a myopic way of reasoning. It is not the price which gives an economic aspect to a good; the

economic aspect is found in the scarcity of the good and in its possible use in the process of

production and consumption. It is irrelevant, from an economic point of view, whether this

scarcity has been translated into prices or not. Nevertheless, economics is often associated with

prices and not with scarcity. This is based on a long tradition in neoclassical theory in which

the market was and is the central point of interest. In Section 2, an overview will be given of

the development of economic theory regarding the concept of natural resources. This can give

us some insight into the complexity of the relationship between the ecosystem on the one hand,

and the system of production and consumption on the other.

Economic growth is generally defined in economics as an increase in the level of the Gross

National Product which is a parameter of the level of production and consumption. Natural

resources are only dealt with to the degree that they are traded on a market. This implies that

the deterioration of nature and the pollution of the environment, are outside the scope of

traditional economics when these phenomena cannot be defined by using prices. Traditionally,

therefore, economic growth has been defined as an increase in production of consumption
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without any attention being given to the disruption of nature and the environment. Here again,

it can be seen that nature and the environment do not have a price and are therefore excluded

from the concept of Gross National Product. This will be discussed in Section 2.

Prices cannot be seen as given facts. They are strongly related to the definitions of property

rights concerning the natural resources. When the property right to a natural resource is not

well defined, the resource can be used by many economic actors. A lack of property rights to

natural resources will have the effect that this resource will not have a price. Overexploitation

will often be the result. The regulation of the use of a natural resource can be achieved either

by using a price or by a system of regulations. Both instruments are institutions which are

constructed by society to regulate the use of natural resources.

This problem of the definition of property rights and an appropriate use of natural resources has

international implications. Many environmental problems such as the greenhouse effect and the

hole in the ozone layer have a global context. These problems can only be solved by global

measures. Many environmental problems are transboundary; the costs of environmental

pollution are shifted away from one country to another. The benefits of a polluting production

process go to the producers of this product, located in the polluting country. In the case of

transboundary pollution, the costs related to pollution are shifted to adjacent countries. Again,

this type of problem makes an international approach unavoidable.

The shifting of the costs of pollution to others is not restricted to geographical shifts. Many

environmental costs are shifted to other generations. In a market situation, only the current

market forces can influence the ouicome of the market. This implies that future generations

cannot play a role in the process of reallocation of scarce resources necessary to neutralise

environmental disruption.

Box:

In economics there is a long tradition of distinguishing the production factors of labour, capital

and natural resources (either nature or land). Labour and capital have received abundant

attention. This is not the case, however, with ~tatural resources. In this chapter a broad

definition of natural resources is used. It is not restricted to natural resources that are bought

and sold on the market. Furthermore, natural resources are taken into consideration insofar as
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they are important in production and consumption. Thus, deposits of minerals andfossil fuels

in the earth's crust arenatural resources. Additionally, the fertility of the soil, the attractiveness

of landscapes for recreational activities, the decomposing capacity of certain ecosystems, the

energy of the sun, as well as the generating capaciry to form netiv living organisms can be

defined as a natural resource relevarit for mankind. Furthermore, pollution may be absorbed

or buffered by certain mechanisms within the ecosystem; these absorption capacities are natural

resources as well.

The term ecosystem is used whert the great variery of living organisms and the abiotic forces

which influence them are at stake. Ecosystenu can be deftned on different geographical levels,

for example, rivers, oceans, the Alps or the globe. In ecosystems there areflows of materials

such as oxygen, water, and nutrients. The term ecocycle or ecological cycle is used to describe

these flows. These ecosystems as well as ecocycles are used in the production process. Beyond

a certain level of disruption they can no longer be r~sed in the economic system in the long run.

This is defined as the carrying capacity of the ecosystem. It is the maximum level of use which

guarantees a long-lasting use of natural resources.

2. Environmental Issues and Economic Theory

In this section, some of the theoretical problems relevant to the discussion of environmental

issues will be concentrated on. Current proposals to solve environmental problems using

economic concepts are generally based on economic theories which were developed rather long

ago. Therefore, it is necessary to give attention to these old theories as far as they are relevant

in the context of finding economic instruments for solving environmental problems. By doing

this, the focus will be on the concept of the negative external effect, and the possibilities for the

internalisation of these effects. The role of the price mechanism and other institutions

appropriate to analyzing the problems will be discussed.

The increasing relevance of markets

Production on a mass scale in factories started during the Industrial Revolution. This method

of production was accompanied by environmental problems different from previous periods. The

growing influence of the production processes of the Industrial Revolution increased the import-
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ance of the quantitative aspects of the market. Social changes led to this situation. The

production of goods assumed an increasingly industrial character; as a result, the necessity of

trading these goods on international markets also increased.

The Industrial Revolution had a profound influence on economic theories. Production

increasingly focused on the relevance of international markets. An increase in competition was

the result. Labourers worked in factories which were owned by capitalist entrepreneurs.

Working conditions in these factories were miserable. Health problems among workers were

not uncommon. Wages were low and many workers lived in unfortunate circumstances. Thus,

one could argue that environmental problems in this period were concentrated on the working

conditions in the factories and the residential areas around these factories. Marx saw this

development as an inunanent characteristic of capitalistic production. The labourer was exploited

by the capitalist. Although Marx was fully aware of the relevance of natural resources for the

production of goods, he did not analyze the relationship between natural resources and other

production factors. He concentrated on the relationship between labour and capital. By doing

this, he placed natural resources outside of his analysis.

The same can be said of the theories of Ricardo, a theorist who lived in the early 1800s when

industrialisation was becoming increasingly relevant. Ricardo was a well-known classical

economist in this period and he defined nature as a fixed asset in his models. This meant that

in these models an increase in production could never be accompanied by a decrease in the

availability of natural resources. The Ricardian model was also used by Marx which explains

the ignorance of this topic by both authors. It should not be overlooked, however, that in this

period natural resources were considered inexhaustible. The use of these resources was low

compared to their supply so that the economic relevance could be ignored when analyzing

fundamental relationships.

Other paradigms: neoclassical approaches

In the same period the concept of value in economic theory changed. The classical economists

were still of the opinion that the exchange value of a good was determined in an objective way

by the number of labour hours necessary for producing the good. More or less simultaneous,

but independent publications by Menger (1871I1968), Jevons (1871I1924j and Walras

(1874I1954) heralded a break with these paradigms. These authors were of the opinion that the
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exchange value of a good could be derived from the satisfaction of certain needs by the

individual consumer.

The restricted availability of natural resources was an important issue for classical economists

such as Malthus. He argued that there would always be a natural increase of the population by

a certain percentage. The total level of natural resources, however, could only increase by a

lower percentage. This implied that at a certain moment a shortage in the total level of natural

resources was inevitable. Starvation of the human population would be the 'normal' reaction to

this phenomenon. However, a better method of solving this problem was a limitation at the

number of children born. This point concerning shortages of natural resources was no longer

relevant for neoclassical economists. Marshall for instance, states quite explicitly (1890I1925,

p. 180) that technical development proved that Malthus, who had published on the scarcity of

natural resources in the previous períod, was wrong. Because of this, no attention has been paid

to the fact that this so often applauded technical development is based on the large-scale use of

resources with a stock character which can be depleted, such as iron ore and coal. Before the

Industrial Revolution the actual use of natural resources was nearly exclusively based on

resources with a flow character which are in principle inexhaustible, such as muscle power,

wind energy, wood and wool. Since the Industrial Revolution, the wealth of mankind has been

based more and more on the use of resources with a stock character.

This has had two closely related effects. Firstly, one should be aware of the fact that ores and

fossil fuels are only available in the earth's crust in limited quantities. Eventually, these stocks

will be exhausted. Secondl}~, these materials will, after their use in human production and

consumption processes, be discharged in ecological cycles, as is the case with metals and alloys,

fumes, and synthetics. These materials are not natural components of the prevalent ecological

cycles, at least not in such large quantities. The result is the disruption and, in the worst case,

the destruction of ecological cycles. In other words: the Industrial Revolution marks the

transition from a more or less closed system of production and consumption - as was common

príor to the Industrial Revolution - to an open economic system which is characterised by an

increasing use of natural resources with a stock character which are then discharged as alien and

poisonous materials into the ecological cycles following production and consumption. This

dramatic shift did not, however, significantly influence economic theories in this period.
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Box:

It is often argued that in neoclassical theories sustainable development was not inherent to the

models used. This statement is not correctfrom an analytical point of view. It could be argued

that in the modern era with its high levels ofproduction, exhaustion andpollution, a traditional

neoclassical approach would lead to difficulties in the long run decreasing the possibility of a

sustainable development. However, in the neoclassical approach it is assumed that substitution

of resources and technical development will lead to better natural resources. This statement,

which is an essential assumption in neoclassical analysis, proved to be incorrect. Thus, the

conclusion is that in neoclassical approaches sustainable development is ex ante assumed to be

the result of the market process. However, it is now known that this assumption will not hold

in the long run and therefore it can be concluded that sustainable development requires a strict

policy of national and internationalauthorities.

More as a perfection of his theory than as a tool of empirical evidence, Marshall introduced the

concept of the external effect or external economy. As the name of the concept suggests, it deals

with the influence of the actions of individual economic subjects on the possibilities of

production of other economic subjects, which are established outside the market itself. Marshall

gives the example of the influence of an expanding company on the possibilities of production

of other companies. Other companies profit by the existence of this growing company, for

instance, through the increase in the training of the labour force in the region, the growing

supply of labour, or the presence of other supplying companies situated in the same region. The

established companies do not make any sacrifices for this improved investment climate

(Marsha11,1890I1925, p. 314). It is surprising that Marshall did not elaborate on this concept

on the side of costs. It is obvious that Marshall did not have any reason to assume that the

advancing process of industrialisation was connected with economic disadvantages such as the

exhaustion of natural resources and the disruption of the environment.

The negative external effect as a central topic

Pigou was the first neoclassical economist who paid serious attention to environmental

problems. For this purpose he introduced the concept of the negative external effect. In order

to make a definition of this concept possible, Pigou distinguished the social and the private

product. The social product includes all products produced in a society, while the private

product was based on an individual approach. Between these two a convergence may occur 'out
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of a service or disservice rendered to persons other than the contracting parties' (Pigou,

1920~1952, p. 192). In other words, The actions of market parties influence the welfare of non-

market parties. This influence may be positive or negative. The examples given by Pigou of

'uncompensated services and disservices' for a large part concerned environmental problems.

Thus, the emission of smoke by factories caused negative external effects: 'for this smoke in

large towns inflicts a heavy uncharged loss on the community, in injury to buildings and

vegetables, expenses for washing clothes and cleaning rooms, expenses for the provision of

artificial light, and in many other ways' (Pigou, 1920I1952, p. 184). One should not overlook

that Pigou was dealing with problems which were described by Marx as an exploitation of

labourers by capitalists. The external effect of Pigou was a sideline in neoclassical reasoning;

the exploitation of labour by the interests of capital was the core of Marx' theories. However,

both authors were discussing the same types of problems.

In Pigou's line of thought external effects were part of the difference between the social and the

private cost price of goods and services. For example, if heavy metals are discharged into a

river following production, the discharging producer transfers a part of his production costs to

society (in this case, the costs of restoring the river to its former condition). If there is sufficient

competition the price to the customer will be too low; the costs of the purification of the river

water are, after all, not incorporated in this price. Thus, the market prices are not representative

of actual scarcity, as the increased scarcity of clean river-water is not part of the equation. In

other words, there is no optimal allocation of production factors though it is this optimal

allocation which is often claimed by neoclassical authors to be the strong point of a market

economy .

According to Pigou (1920I1952, p.192), it is the task of the government to realize a transfer

of external effects to the buyers. He proposed levying a tax on the causers of negative external

effects, for example, the producers of polluted waste water, and to subsidize the causers of

positive external effects. It is possible for instance, to let the polluter pay for the negative

effects of its pollution. The government can put a levy on the emission of polluting substances

in the surface water. The effect is that polluters are confronted with a higher price of pollution.

This results in a lower level of pollution, an increase in the costs of the polluting industries, and

a decrease in the costs resulting from pollution to the victims. This is often called an

internalisation of societal costs by the polluting economic agent. Negative external effects are
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no longer transferred to society; the optimal allocation of production factors has been restored.

In this Pigovian concept, there is a clear analysis of the reasons why a sound environmental

policy should be implemented by national or regional authorities. He based his arguments on

the distortion of the market which takes place when environmental disruption occurs. In this

approach markets cannot solve environmental problems; it is the government which has the

responsibility for restoring the optimal allocation of production factors.

Box:

One of the examples given by Pigou regarding externalities is the train which uses coal as a

fuel. When this coal is used, sparks can cause fires along the railway. Whe~t a forest or a house

is burned down by these sparks, this is a negative external effect, in the definitio~t of Pigou, of

the railway compmty on the owner of the forest or the house. In such an example there is orte

well-known economic agertt which causes the effects, ivhile the victims are, likewise, limited and

well-defined.

The discussion of the problem of external effects took place in the periphery of economic

science, due to the character of the social problems in the first part of the twentieth century.

Two World Wars, the stagnation of production, and the great numbers of unemployed people

commanded most of the attention in this period. External effects were regarded in the literature

as theoretical and without any practical significance. Blaug (1978, p. 404) states that there is

'a common tendency in the interwar literature to regard external economies as economic

curiosa' .

After the Second World War, attention in society was primarily directed at the recovery of the

production capacity which had been severely damaged during the war in Europe. Furthermore,

the prevention of mass unemployment, was a conunon phenomenon in the thirties, was given

a high priority. Special attention was given to the publications of authors such as Keynes dealing

with severe societal problems in the field of unemployment. The growth in production and the

maintenance of a high level of employment were the primary aims of society. The pursuit of

a maximum growth of production was also spurred by the onset of the Cold War. In Western

Europe as well as in Eastern Europe the growth of production was a strategy with both political

and military significance. In this social climate there was no demand for a discussion about

environmental problems. Such a discussion could only hamper the growth of production.
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Questions about environmental problems were marginalized in terms of social importance and

discussion.

The acceleration of industrial production which took place in the course of the 1960's, combined

with a rapidly changing social climate, brought a fundamental change in these opinions. The

increasing growth ofproduction was accompanied by severe envirorunental problems, eventually

perceived by large sections of the population. Air pollution increasingly became a'normal'

phenomenon. Smog in the Rijnmond area, the Ruhrgebiet, and in the Midlands was the

unpleasant side effect of nice sunny weather. Swimming in lakes and rivers became more and

more hazardous. Certain species of flowers and animals decreased in numbers, due to an

increase in pollution and large-scale farming. In spite of the construction of more and more

highways, there was a steady increase in traffic congestion. Industrial and resort areas were

constructed everywhere on a large scale. The rise of the petrochemical industry was

phenomenal, which increased the possibilities for large-scale disasters. In short, a situation

occurred in which the depletion and exhaustion of the environment was viewed by many people

as a normal phenomenon. At the end of the 1960's these developments led to an increase in

scientific interest in environmental problems.

The external effect again

Economists with a neoclassical background confronted with these problems found their point

of departure in the concept of the negative external effect, first introduced by Pigou. With this

concept situations of inconvenience could be described satisfactorily. In analyzing the problems

of the exhaustion of resources this concept is not very useful, as the inconvenience is not

restricted to specific individuals. Exhaustion affects everyone and so it is a collective evil, or,

when the prevention of it is the starting point, a collective good. It is significant that the

exhaustion of nearly all natural resources is not an acute phenomenon. In particular future

generations will be the victim of the present excessive use of natural resources. And as we do

not know the preferences of future generations, the concept of the negative external effect loses

its analytical meaning. Indeed, all present productive and consumptive actions should be

regarded in this concept as a collection of external effects, though future generations are not

involved in any of the present market transactions, they will suffer the influences of these

transactions in their own potentials to produce and to consume. It was for this reason that

neoclassical economists initially saw the environmental problem only as a problem of pollution,
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and more complex problems such as exhaustion of natural resources were not taken into

account.

Box:

When we use the definition of Pigou, the exhaustion of fossil resources in the future can be

denied as a negative external effect which is brought by the present generation to the burden

of future generations, as these resources are used up in current production and consumption

processes.

In the latter part of the 1960's increasing numbers of economists began to investigate the

environmental problem. In these publications the Pigovian tradition was a dominating influence.

The neoclassical tradition, in which economic information can only be found on the market, is

a very well established paradigm in traditional current economics. This implies that the vast

majority of the economists confronted with environmental problems after the Second World War

started to look for solutions within this paradigm.

One of the most remarkable publications was Mishan's polemic book 'The Costs of Economic

Growth (1967). Mishan wanted to demonstrate that an increase in production would be

accompanied by a decrease in welfare caused by the more than proportional increase in the

number of negative external effects. He stated that it is absurd that in our society the right to

pollute is stronger than the right to live in a sound environment. To solve this problem he

proposed the introduction of amenity rights with the help of the criminal justice system. In this

system, contrary to present rules, a potential polluting producer would buy pollution rights. By

doing this, pollution is brought to the market system. The amenity rights would be the

instruments for realising such an introduction. If the costs of the needed pollution rights are

prohibitively high due to a high priority to environmental issues, that the planned production

will be too expensive. One could conclude that society does not wish to give a priority to these

polluting products but to the environmental quality that would be sacrificed. These amenity

rights were introduced to realise the internalisation of external effects in line with the Pigovian

tradition. Because of this, it can be argued that in this approach the costs of pollution are

transferred to the polluters thereby restoring again the optimal allocation of production factors.

It can be demonstrated that this approach does not solve the problem. Mishan frequently argued
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for a re-allocation of production factors, and in Pigovian tradition, he thought of impulses

working with the help of the price mechanism. On the other hand, he also stated that in most

cases it would hardly be possible to make a quantification of negative external effects, that is,

express these effects in money terms. This is caused, to begin with, by the diffuse character of

many negative external effects; they are not concentrated in time or place. Moreover, many

negative external effects are related to more than one cause; because of this it is very difficult

and in many cases impossible to make a connection between a certain negative effect and other,

well-defined economic activities. Lastly, Mishan expected that effects which could not be

quantified would in many cases be more important than the effects which could be quantified

easily. In essence, Mishan gave his arguments why such a re-allocation based on a calculation

of polluting costs to the victims was a far from easy task and in many cases completely

impossible.

Hueting (1980) elaborated on this problem in further detail. He gave special attention to the way

in which the Gross National Product is defined.

Box:

The level of the Gross National Product indicates the total amount of goods and services which

are produced by a countty for the period on one year. Hence, evet}~ product and service that

is produced will automatically be included in the Gross National Product. In the Gross National

Product no distinction is made bettiveen the kinds of the products. Automobiles, guns, apples,

movies, educatiort and health services are brought together in one figure. To get the total sum

of the Gross National Product the total numbers of goods and services are ntultiplied by the

market price. By doing this, the Gross National Product is the total surn of the econornic value

of all goods and services produced and is generally seen as a reflection of economic welfare.

This implies that when a courury increases its expenses due to a rapidly increasing environ-

mental disruption the Gross National Product will also increase. If after a period of severe

environmental damage many costs are incurredin iteutralising the negative environmental effect,

an increase of the Gross National product will be the result. The level of the Gross Nationa!

Product is often used as a paranteter of economic welfare.

Hueting argued that the calculation of the Gross National Product was incorrect when environ-

mental problems were taken into account. Many expenses which were only incurred to
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neutralise negative environmental effects, were included in the National Product. If, for

example, the government constructs purification plants to make the surface water cleaner, these

expenses will increase the Gross National Product, as the production of a purification plant is

a normal economic good. Due to the general idea that the Gross National Product can be

evaluated as a parameter of welfare, this implies that an increase in the level of the Gross

National Product due to higher environmental costs would be calculated as a rise in income and

welfare. It can, thus, be concluded that these Gross National Product figures do not give correct

information. According to Hueting, a correction has to be executed for all expenses which are

incurred in neutralising negative environmental effects resulting from productive or consumptive

activities. This type of criticism was an attack on the concept of the Gross National Product

Accounting in which it was assumed that all types of production would have the same effect on

economic welfare. Hence, it is not surprising us that official statistical bureaus in Western

countries were not inclined to develop activities with the purpose of correcting the figures of

the Gross National Product Accounting.

At the end of the 1980's this argument came up for discussion again when it received broader

support. However, attempts to correct national income accounting are far from easy. The point

is that the environment does not have a market price. Therefore, all calculations of this type are

accompanied by a number of subjective decisions.

Box:

A striking example (of the difficult relationship betlveen econontic activities and environmental

pollution and of a negative external effect) is forests dying on a large scale as a result of acid

rain. One of the most important causes of acid rain is the emission of large quantities of sulphur

dioxide. Some 20 years ago, the first measures in Europe were taken to reduce the harmful

effects of sulphur dioxide. 77zese measures included the switch to natural gas and nuclear energ}~

and, the construction of tall smokestacks. It seemed that adequate measures had been taken,

because air pollution in urbart areas and industrial regions did decrease. However, the tall

smokestacks only dispersed the acidifving substances over larger areas of Europe. Acid

deposition beyond the industrial areas increased rapidly, damaging forests in particular in

Central Europe and Scandinavia. The acidification of ecosystems was probably foreseeable.

Biologists warned at an early stage that tall smokestacks would at best shift the problem

elseivhere. Society, however, was easily able to disntiss these tivarnings as exaggerations,
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because it was not known for certain what the effects of nature would be (Dietz and Van der

Straaten, 1992).

Hueting also addressed to the Pigovian problem of constructing an optimal point of pollution.

At that point, marginal costs of pollution are equal to marginal benefits from pollution

prevention. Hueting elaborated on this topic by focusing on water pollution by organic

materials. His approach is illustrated using Figure 1.

P
~ 9
9 4
4 L
~ LN u
D 1

~ N

mate van zuiverheid (cQ.beschikbaarheid
van de functie )

Figure 1. Shadow prices of vital environmental functions which can be seen as a

merit good (Hueting, 1980)

The E-curve expresses the costs which have to be met when water is purified. These costs

increase the more purification plants are built, so the curve will go upwards to the right. The

C f S- curve symbolises the monetary costs resulting from water pollution. The C stands for

compensation costs taken to neutralise the effect of water pollution such as the construction of

basins for drinking water purposes; S is the damage which will result in all cases in which no

compensatory measures are taken. The X-curve indicates the value consumers will give to clean

water, regardless of the damage and the compensatory costs they suffer from water pollution.

In other words, X is the value for clean water, even when consumers are not confronted with

monetary costs resulting from water pollution. This implies that the C f S f X- curve

signifies the total preference consumers have for clean water including monetary and non-

monetary environmental costs with which they are confronted. However, it is not only the

consumers who have a priority for clean water. The government is an economic actor which

has its own responsibilities for clean water. This value is demonstrated by the Y- curve. The
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final C f S f C- ~ Y- curve includes all previous costs adding the social preference of the

government for a sound environment. It can be seen that this curve is a representation of all

preferences in society regarding clean water. When water pollution is brought back to a certain

level, which is measured on the X-axis, the benefits of this reduction in pollution can be found

on the C f S f X f Y - curve. The E- curve demonstrates the costs to be made for clean

water. On the point where the E- curve and the C f S f X-~ Y- curve intersect each other

the costs and benefits from cleaning up water bodies will be the same. This implies that this

intersection point is an optimal point. There is no other point in the figure which can provide

clean water at lower costs.

The question is whether this point can be found in reality. It has been shown, in particular the

damage S is difficult to calculate. This is caused by the absence of a market for environmental

damages. X is, likewise, difficult to calculate. How do we know how high the priority of

consumers is regarding clean water expressed in monetary terms? A comparable difficulty is the

level of Y. How high is the priority given by the government to clean water? How can it be

measured? This implies that in reality this intersection point cannot be determined. This brought

Hueting to the following conclusion.

'The crucial question 'What is nature worth to us?' cannot be answered by

means of the instruments available to us. But in my opinion the study has

shown that at the same time another question remains unanswered, namely

'What is the worth of goods that are produced and consumed at the expense of

the environment?' For when the value of the environment cannot be determined

in the conflict between production and environment, the market price of

produced goods may no longer be accepted as an indicator of the economic

value of these goods' (Hueting, 1980).

Here Hueting touches upon a fundamental shortcoming of the neoclassical approach. The

fixation on priced forms of scarcity, scarcity which is manifest in the tension between supply

and demand on a market, excludes the unpriced forms of scarcity.

Ecological Economics

The problems of the measurement of the external effect gave rise to doubts by some economists
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about the possibilities of constructing an optimal point of pollution by taking a Pigovian starting

point. Recently, these authors have concentrated on the paradigm of ecological economics in

which the economic system is seen as a part of a wider system: the ecosystem. The challenge

of this approach for environmental economists is to elaborate on the relationship between the

economic system and the ecosystem.

Several authors dealt wíth these problems already in the course of the 1970's and '80's.

Boulding (1966), for instance, argued that current economic theories and policies were using

natural resources as if they were infinite and inexhaustible. He came to the conclusion that such

an approach was strongly related to the American tradition of a frontier-state. He defined this

type of economy as a cowboy-economy, using the environment as an endless entity. In his

opinion, the economy should use natural resources as is done in a spaceship-economy, in which

resources and the sink function of the environment can only be used to a certain level. Daly

(1977) argued that traditional economic theories did not cope with problems of absolute scarcity.

Scarcity in neoclassical analysis is only a relative issue: some goods and resources are more

scarce than others. However, current environmental problems have to do with an absolute

scarcity. Hence, the concept of the steady-state in which natural resources are only used to a

certain level is an unavoidable issue.

Recently, Daly focused his attention on the problem how to define the limits which nature and

the environment place on economic activities (Daly, 1991).

Box:

The term 'scale' is shorthandfor 'the physical scale or size of the human presence in the

ecosystem, as measured by populatiorr tinres per capita resor~rce use'. Optimal allocation of a

given scale of resource flow within the economy is one thing (a rnicroeconomic problem).

Optimal scale of the whole economy relative to the ecosystem is an entirely different problem

(a macro-macro problem). The micro allocation problerri is analogous to allocating optimally

a given amount of weight in a boat. But once the best relative location of weight has been

determined, there is still the questiori of the absolute arnouizt of tiveight the boat should carry.

This optimal scale of load is recognised in the maritime institution of the Plimsoll line. When

the watermark hits the Plirnsoll line the boat is full, it has reached its safe carrying capaciry.

Of course, if the weight is badly allocated, the water line titi~ill touch the PlirnsoU rnark sooner.
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But eventually as the absolute load is increased, the watermark will reach the Plimsoll line even

for a boat whose load is optimally allocated. Optimally loaded boats will still sink under too

much weight - even though they may sink optimally! It should be clear that optimal allocation

and optimal scale are quite distinctproblems. The major task of environmental macroeconomics

is to design an econornic institution analogous to the Plimsoll mark to keep the weight, the

absolute scale, of the economy from sinking our biospheric ark. (Daly, 1991, p. 35).

Other authors using the ecological economic paradigm are still of the opinion that the problem

of the valuation of nature and the environment can be decreased considerably by doing research

in this field. Pearce, for example, argues :

Empirical work on evaluation remains limited, even in the developed

world.....Its importance for the development process is that the revealed

economic values for environmental conservation and environmentally improving

projects and policies have frequently been found to be large. Valuation

demonstrates that there is an economic case for protecting the environment, in

addition to any ethical case. Valuation can assist the process of decision-

making. In so doing it offers the potential of more cost-efficient public choices,

so that limited public income is spent to the best advantage (Pearce, 1993, pp.

93-94).

This argument by Pearce is, of course, correct. Collective decisions should be based on as much

economic information as possible. However, it is clear that the Plimsoll line metaphor used by

Daly cannot be determined by this type of information. The shortcomings of traditional

approaches are too significant to make such an approach successful when major environmental

problems come up for discussion. In the next section a model of thinking will be discussed

which is relevant for providing more insight into these complicated problems.

3. A model of the relationship between the system of production and consumption and the

environment

This discussion leads us to a preliminary conclusion, namely, that two related economic and
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environmental problems have to be solved. In the first place, it can be said that in economic

theories insufficient attention is given to the complexity of the relationship between the system

of production and consumption on the one hand, and the ecosystem on the other hand. An

adequate analysis in economic terms of the relationship between the ecosystem and the system

of production and consumption is needed.

Secondly, it is often argued that the core of the difficulties is in the concept of external negative

effects. Although the neoclassical principle of including the social costs of environmental

damage in the calculations of economic agents seems straightforward enough, there are many

obstacles accompanying such a process. In the first place, the relationship between the emissions

and the level of the damages in the ecosystem is not clear. For instance, what is the contribution

of the emissions of acidifying substances in the Netherlands to the dying off of the forests in

the German Schwarzwald? These types of calculations are almost impossible. And even if it

were possible, there is the problem of the great number of Dutch polluters. In the Pigovian

approach there is only one polluter and one victim and calculations are not so difficult.

However, such an assumption is far from the complex reality of modern societies with large

numbers of polluters and many people suffering from pollution. This makes the political

problem immensely difficult. The definition of responsibilities is necessary in finding a solution.

When one tries to internalise negative external effects complications also arise in the ecosystem

itself. In the Pigovian approach, the ecosystem is defined in a straightforward manner.

However, the ecosystem is quite complex. In many cases, for instance, the ecosystem possesses

thresholds; pollution becomes apparent only after it reaches a certain level. Another

complication is caused by the, rather common, synergetic effects of pollution. The combined

effects of different emissions can cause a higher level of damage than would be concluded from

the separate effects of the different pollutants. After all, there are many uncertainties in the

functioning of the ecosystem itself. If, for instance, the economic relevance of the greenhouse

effect were evaluated, the conclusion would be that this would not fit the framework of a

Pigovian approach due to future uncertainties.

Box:

One of the most striking examples of uncertainties is the position offuture generations. They are

not here; hence they cafmot influence the current decisioii-making process dealing with current
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environmental problems, a process which can have a very signifccant effect on their possibilities

to consume. In economics, the interest rate is often seen as a way in which future economic

events can be taken into account. When environmental problems in the future are at stake,

perhaps the interest rate can be used to tackle this problem. In the case of a high level of

interest, high costs in the future are relatively irrelevant. The same can be said of future

benefits. A low interest rate implies that the future is more relevant. And fznally, in the case of

an interest rate of zero, the future and the present have the same meaning in economic terms.

However, an interest rate of zero never occurs in reality. But when important future

environmental problems come up for discussion such as the greenhouse effect or the hole in the

ozone layer the future is as relevant as the present. This irnplies that ar2 interest rate can never

be used to calculate future environmental problenzs.

This leads to the conclusion that the Pigovian approach of internalisation is ínteresting from an

analytical point of view as it provides insights into the relationship between pollution and costs.

Nevertheless, it does not provide us real tools for solving the problem of external costs. The

absence of a market for environmental goods, the complexity of the functioning of the

ecosystem and the absence of future generations in the calculations are the main reasons for this.

In order to come to terms with these problems it is necessary to construct a method of reasoning

which can give us better tools for reaching a solution. In this section, a sitnple model is

presented in which the consequences of the shortcoming of the neoclassical approach are taken

into account.

The problems mentioned previously played an important role in the World Commission on

Environment and Development of the United Nations. This so-called Brundtland Commission

published the report Our Common Future (1987). Being aware of the shortcoming of a

traditional economic approach, it was claimed that a sustainable development of the economy

was an absolute necessity for solving any problem in this field. They defined sustainable

development as a situation in which the use of natural resources by the current generation would

not frustrate the economic possibilities of future generations. In this approach, natural resources

are seen as capital which has to be maintained by current and other generations. Generally

speaking, this approach was accepted by many governments and environmental economists. In

the next paragraphs, this concept will be elaborated on in connection with economic theory.
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Sustainable development in economic analysis

In the model in Figure 2 the system of production and consumption, and the ecosystem have

been separated. This model applies concepts which are commonly used in the description of the

functioning of ecosystems. These concepts appear in the right hand section of the model, in

which the ecosystem is sketched in sofar as it is relevant to the process of production and

consumption. The lefthand section of the figure sketches the system of production and consump-

tion. Here, the economic decisions of the economic agents in which ecological considerations

are at stake can be found, decisions which will have a negative effect on natural resources.
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Figure 2. The relationship between the system of production and consumption and

the ecosystem
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In ecological science, ecocycles are used to describe ecosystems. When the environment is

disrupted, it can be ascertained at which point in the cycles the polluting substances are

transported and where they decompose or accumulate. The way in which information and

energy are transported in an ecosystem is also relevant. The energy in Figure 2 comes from the

sun. The main problem in Figure 2 is how the information which is available in the ecosystem

can play a role in the system of production and consumption. As was concluded previously the

price mechanism cannot work in this respect. The information which is necessary to reach an

optimal allocation of unpriced natural resources will not reach the economic agents. This does

not imply that consumers, producers, and the government are not informed about environmental

disruption, but that this information does not reach them through the price mechanism. This

leads to a situation in which economic agents acting in a market in which production factors,

goods, and services are priced do not have the relevant economic information about the

disruption of unpriced natural resources which are, nevertheless, relevant for production and

consumption. This, in turn, leads to the conclusion that other types of information have to be

constructed which can have an adequate impact on the use of unpriced natural resources. This

is only possible if the functioning of the ecosystem is taken as data. This is a central point in

the construction of Figure 2.

In the model given in Figure 2, stock and flow entities are distinguished. It describes the effects

of human production and consumption on the ecological system. A system of human production

and consumption is based, among other things, on the need to use natural resources from

ecological cycles - the active part of the ecosystem. These natural resources are, in theory,

inexhaustible and therefore flowing forever. Since the beginning of the nineteenth century

mankind also started to use fossil natural resources on a large scale. However, these resources

such as oil, coal and iron ore are exhaustible. These resources are defined as stock quantities

in Figure 2. The fossil part of the ecosystem is hardly, if at all, affected by the flow of waste

products originating from the economic system. Pollution of the environment occurs in that part

of the ecological system in which cycles function. These cycles can be disturbed by the

discharge of waste products.

There is a great difference between the dumping of organic materials and the dumping of

inorganic and synthe[ic materials into the ecocycles. Organic materials are normal elements of

the functioning of ecocycles, while inorganic and synthetic substances are foreign to them.
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Among those are the waste products from fossil resources. If dumped into the ecocycles they

cause disturbances, even in low concentrations, because there are no mechanisms available to

process or decompose these waste products. On the other hand, the dumping of decomposable

organic matter does not necessarily disturb the ecocycles. Such matter is already part and parcel

of the ecocycles and can be decomposed by bacteria in the normal way. However, if too much

decomposable organic matter is dumped into, for example, surface water, the water's self-

cleaning capacity can be impaired to the extent that only stinking, rotting and deoxidized

expanses of water remain. Similarly, the pollution from fossil matter is worse than pollution

from organic, decomposable matter. Whereas the latter occurs locally and may be neutralised

after a time, pollution from undecomposable stock matter is irreversible. It is almost impossible

to restore the cycle in this case. Substances foreign to ecocycles accumulate, with long-term

effects for the environment and in a large area. Thus, when heavy metals are discharged into

the surface water, the flora and the fauna in it will be seriously affected. Heavy metals do not

disappear when the organisms die, but accumulate in the ecocycles.

One category of effects on nature by human activity has not yet been dealt with: the use of land.

Yet this use seriously violates the ecocycles. The process began as soon as people became

settled in one place, took up agriculture and began to change the natural layer of vegetation. In

Europe, this has reached the point where hardly any of the original vegetation is left.

Modifications in the layer of vegetation do not necessarily lead to unacceptable changes in the

ecocycles, but they do interfere with the cyclical process. Further pressure on the natural

vegetation through the construction of houses and factories and the construction of roads and

other infrastructures have seriously affected the ecosystem. Their effect is different from that

of the discharge of waste products, however, in that they threaten the functioning of ecocycles

much faster and more directly, without complicated intermediary processes. For instance,

ecocycles may be changed if natural woodland is turned into arable land or cut down because

of road construction.

Stocks are, in principle, exhaustible. They are the raw materials and the supplies of fossil

energy which are embedded in the earth's crust. They are exploited, used in the production

process and the residuals are emitted into the environment. By doing this, disruption of the

ecocycles takes place. Arrows in Figure 2, starting in the stocks, indicate the route these

substances take during the process of use as a resource and the emission of the residuals as a
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pollutant.

If an ecologically sustainable development is the goal, then it is a prerequisite that the ecosystem

should be used in such a way that the working of the ecosystem itself will not be irreversibly

damaged. To a certain degree it is difficult to realise this starting point. The discharge of

materials not natural to the environment and extracted from the stocks should be minimalised,

or preferably, be stopped. The discharges of waste products from flows do not contain materials

unnatural to the environment. This does not alter the fact, however, that overloading of the

carrying capacity of ecocycles may cause local or regional disruption of ecosystems. It has been

firmly established that the use of space by mankind eventually leads to a disruption of ecosys-

tems.

The speed at which stocks will be exhausted can be reduced considerably by the large-scale

introduction of mineral and synthetic recycling. It is impossible, however, to recycle all

materials. During production processes, consumption processes and recycling, a certain part of

the materials are 'lost'; these materials are discharged in the ecosystem. Technological

development should be directed at decreasing the percentage of materials 'lost'. Of course, the

best solution would be to convert to renewable resources. It is possible to extract these

resources from the ecocycles (using ecologically sound methods), without disruption of the

ecocycles (if the carrying capacity is taken into account). The same is true of the extraction and

use of energy. Fossil stocks of oil, natural gas and coal will be exhausted, sooner or later. This

implies that a conversion to the use of energy from the flows is inevitable in the long run.

However, it is possible that pollution from fossil fuels use will bring about environmental

catastrophes before renewable resources take over energy production.

The conversion process towards sustainabiliry

Such a process of conversion to ecologically acceptable methods of production will have a

considerable influence on many social relations. Sustainable development will pose a threat to

well-established interests. The market process has developed into a situation which is far from

sustainable. This situation is not the result of the actions of a limited number of individuals. The

environmental crisis is, in essence, the result of a spontaneous development of the market.

However, one cannot expect that the reduction of the environmental disruptions will also be a

spontaneous process. This is only possible through the introduction of a severe environmental
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policy. A policy that stimulates a sustainable development will not be received with great

acclaim by the interests which profited by the present disruption of the environment.

Furthermore, companies may claim, apart from creating growth and wealth, they also clean up

the environment and should therefore not be confronted with severe norms. Well-organised

groups of polluting producers such as the petrochemical industry, the transport sector, and

agriculture will surely oppose severe environmental measures. Generally they do not oppose the

aim of sustainable development, but the pace in which it should be implemented (Dietz and Van

der Straaten, 1990).

One cannot exclude any instrument in striving to attain a situation of sustainable development.

The price mechanism can play an important role, though not the one it has in neoclassical

theories. The aim of sustainable development implies that limiting conditions to the production

and consumption processes should be formulated from an ecological as well as an ethical point

of view. It is not possible - as was argued before - to quantify and internalise the negative

external effects. However, it is possible as more experts are coming to understand to develop

instruments based on price incentives through which the desired aims can be realised.

If the ecological limiting conditions for the production and consumption process have been

determined, the interests of labour and capital, which are the dominant production factors in

society, will resist the change in their position. Industries which cause a high level of pollution

will defend their position. The way in which the ecological space can be used is, however,

limited. This implies that all polluting sectors are competing with each other, each trying to

claim a portion of the limited possibilities for pollution. A social struggle concerning the

division of ecological space among the different production and consumption processes will

likely be the result. In this social struggle national authorities will play an important role, as

decisions about this division will be taken on a collective basis.

Such a change in production processes will lead to a decrease in the use of ores and fossil

energy resources. Currently, quite a number of countries in the Third World are largely

dependent on the export of materials such as iron ore, copper, and oil. If one takes sustainable

development as a starting point for these countries as well, some type of recycling fund, in

order to realise a conversion of their production processes, is unavoidable.
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Consequently, the total discharge of materials foreign to the environment will decrease.

Moreover, the exhaustion of fossil resources will be slowed. Technological development

can play an important role in this process of conversion. The current economic instru-

ments can be used to realise this policy. With the help of taxes, subsidies, controls, and

commands, the desired development can be influenced by the government. Subsidies

should be given from collective funds in order to harness technological development in

saving the environment.

When discharges of materials from the stocks are at stake, the functioning of the

ecosystem itself is the norm which should be used. These norms should be sought in

order to set a certain level of discharge which is acceptable from an ecological point of

view. Such an environmental policy can be realised with current economic instruments.

The government should create a situation in which polluting companies internalise the

social costs by implementing an environmental policy. In our model, the norms

originate in the ecological system with the aim of reaching sustainable development. In

this approach, prices and regulations are instruments for the realisation of previously

formulated ecologically desired ends.

4. The tragedy of the commons

In the model given in the previous section it is the collective decision-making process

which is given full attention. Other authors argue that the solution of environmental

problems is only possible if the common natural resources are linked to the functioning

of the market. In other words: environmental problems can be solved by privatising

common property resources. This school of thought was elaborated on by Hardin in the

article 'The Tragedy of the Commons' ( 1968). He is of the opinion that common

property resources such as common pasture land or fishing grounds in the North Sea

are overused resulting in the degradation of that resource because they can be used by

everybody. There is no limitation on the individual to limit his use of the common

property resource. This will result in a situation in which all individuals will repeatedly
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try to increase their yields, and in doing so, will degrade the quality and the quantity

of the common property resource. His conclusion is clear: common property resources

are always overused. The benefit of overusing the resource by a private user is always

greater to that user than the very small marginal damage every potential user suffers

from his own overuse. This results in constant overuse, as every user can gain a private

beneiit by overusing the resource.

Hardin comes to the conclusion that this is the result of a deficient definition of

property rights. This can only be solved by privatising the common property resource.

By doing this, the positive and negative results of the overuse will both be the responsi-

bility of the user. The benefits and the damages of overuse will both effect the owner

of the property rights. The owner who is the user will balance these benefits and costs,

which will stop overuse. This argument has received a good deal of attention. In the

literature one can find numerous arguments based on Hardin's article on the determined

overuse of all common property resources. It should be stated that this approach is

completely different from the approach in the previous section. There, it was concluded

that a governmental environmental policy was the answer to coping with the environ-

mental disruption of unpriced collective natural resources. Hardin argues that the

problem can only be solved by a privatisation of collective goods.

Open access or common good ?

Bromley (1991) made clear that the Hardin argument ignored the point of open access.

Hardin assumed that all common property resources have a regime of open access. In

many cases of common property there are, however, strict regulations which exclude

open access. Thus, according to Bromley, it is not the common property right which

creates the problem but a situation of open access. This can be clearly demonstrated by

the tropical rainforest in Brasilia. These forests were traditionally common property.

The Indians living in these forests built up, in the course of time, an institutional frame-

work through which sustainable use of these resources was guaranteed. When these

forests were occupied by private companies logging the trees of these forests, they

required a private property right. Private property rights can be established in Brasilia
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by going to the authorities. As long as there is an absence of private property rights in

a certain area, a newcomer can establish his property right. With this private property

right secured, the rain forests were cut and significant common property resources were

destroyed. Here, the establishment of the private property rights led to environmental

problems. In the coming paragraphs, the internalisation argument of neoclassical econ-

omics and the property right debate of public policy will be consolidated.

On closer consideration, the distinction between externalities and private goods and

services based on the intention of the agents is not convincing as an analytical

instrument for understanding environmental problems. If A's paper mill pollutes the

river and B becomes ill from drinking the polluted water, conventional theory speaks

of a negative externality. But if A buys and eats the only bread left at the baker's as a

result of which B goes hungry, no externality is created. The conventional approach

which is represented in Mishan's definition of externalities fails to explain why it is any

more or less intentional when A eats and B goes hungry than when A produces effluents

and B gets sick.

Externalities point out interdependences between economic agents which in conventional

economic theory are seen as 'incidental', that is, as specific and special events. But as

the previous examples indicates, there are many situations in which the actions of A

affect the well-being of B. As Samuels and Schmid state, human interdependences are

ubiquitous (Samuels and Schmid, 1981; Schmid, 1987). These interdependences are the

basis of both cooperation and conflict. If two persons are needed to transport the stones

needed to build a house, A and B could decide to cooperate. The advantage of

cooperation, however, does not mean that joint effort will be forthcoming. Often,

dispute over the distribution of the fruits of joint effort keep the stones from being

transported at all.

People unavoidably affect each other in situations of scarcity. Scarcity leads to conflict

over the control of resources. How this conflict is resolved depends on the property-

rights structure in society. Property rights describe the relationship of one person to
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another with respect to a resource or line of action. As Schmid (1987, p. 5) puts it:

'Rights are the instrumentality by which society controls and orders human interdepen-

dence and resolves the question of who gets what' .

In conventional economic theory, externalities are seen as a market failure because

market prices fail to reflect the relative scarcity of the resources available. In other

words, preferences concerning externalities cannot be revealed by the market.

Traditionally, internalization of externalities is recommended. It is suggested that

internalization eliminates the externalities concerned.

Internalisation of externalities?

In the end, internalization procedures do not eliminate externalities. If interests conflict,

one or more of the interests are inevitably external and must go unmet. Property rights

determine which interests count, that is, whether A is allowed to affect B or vice versa.

Internalization means a shift in the rights structure. As formerly the paper mill was

allowed to pollute the river, it now has to pay; for effluent discharge (Pigovian tax),

to buy an amount of discharge rights (transferable permit) or to install equipment which

purifies the effluents before discharging them. Internalization reduces the opportunity

set of the paper mill, but expands the opportunir}~ set of people living downstrearn. The

interdependence between the paper mill and down-stream inhabitants is not diminished,

changed, or eliminated, nor is the conflict of interests. The change in property rights

does not imply that the externality is made internal. The change in rule only shifts the

externality from one party to the other, that is, the interest of drawing drinking water

from the river has been given more weight than the interest of discharging effluents into

the river.

In the literature, one gets the impression that property rights have only to be established

in order to leave the internalization of externalities to the market. An efficient resource

allocation would be independent of who was given the property right - either the

generator or the victim. All that is said to matter is that the parties involved will strike

an easy bargain in which they agree to the compensation to be given to the rights owner
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with the aim of reducing the externalities once the rights have been allocated. It should

be pointed out that this result hinges upon two very critical assumptions: (1) that

internalization requires no transactions costs, that is, that the gathering of the

information needed, the negotiations on an agreement, and the enforcement of the

agreement are without costs; (2) there are no wealth effects of alternative rights

structures. But as Bromley (1991, p. 63) makes clear, 'in a world without transactions

costs there could be no externalities' . All physical interactions which would

unintentionally but unwantedly arise would be bargained away without cost in the

absence of transactions costs.

Box:

The property right to the water coming front the glaciers in the Southern Alps is clearly

defined as a common property resource, for which the farrners living in the

neighbourhood of these streams are collectively responsible. This resulted in the

construction of a complete systern for sharing this water. In such a case every farmer

can go to court when an industr)~ pollutes the water. The farmer will prevail, as he can

prove that he has a property right to the water and the polluter does not.

If these property rights to, for example, the Rltine river are not defined in this way

polluters can pollute without fear of litigation. Only wlten a law controlling pollution

is accepted in the several Rhine countries fanners will be able to go to court. Without

laws in all of the countries involved the fartners will be in a weak position, due to a

lack of well- established propert}~ rights to the water. Pollution of the water will be the

result.

In a world with transaction costs, environmental damage is determined primarily by the

initial property-rights assignment. Mobilizing the population living downstream to make

a bid to encourage an upstream paper mill to reduce its legitimate effluent discharges

will result in a more polluted river than would be the case if the paper mill had to make

a bid to the inhabitants downstream who have the legitimate right to a clean river.

Although clearly defined property rights help to solve environmental problems, the most
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relevant issue is who has the rights and thus who has the effective protection of the state

to do as he wishes (Bromley, 1991, p. 35).

To summarize, property rights determine which effects of A's actions on B are costs

to A and which are external to A, that is, which can be ignored. Internalization of

externalities is a non-issue. The external effects on B of A's acts can at best be reduced

by increasing the external effects on A of B's acts. Consequently, social decisions

concerning the rights structure influence externalities and determine whose interests

count; all environmental policy and all definitions of property rights are the result of

political processes. Hence, one may conclude that it is, in particular, this political

aspect of environmental problems which is neglected in neoclassical theories. When

these theoretical insights are a guide for 'practical' solutions, it is clear that these

political barriers will frustrate environmental policies.

5. Environmental policy, externality and institutions

The previous discussion about the privatisation of common resources brings us to the

topic of environmental policy as a part of public policy. In environmental policy certain

measures are aimed at realising a sound environment. Public policy is based on

different frameworks of thinking. In the first place, there is the economic argument

which was given full attention in the previous sections. The economic argument is, in

one way or another, based on economic theoretical frameworks which can be

demonstrated when questions come up about the level of costs and benefits associated

with the implementation of environmental policies.

When the implementation of strict norms is propagated by the Minister of

Environmental Affairs certain polluting sectors have to take measures which cannot be

realised without the incursion of extra costs. This implies that polluting sectors are in

many cases eager to stress the relevance of their costs when environmental measures

come up for discussion. As we have seen in the Hueting approach the benefits resulting
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from environmental policies are extremely difficult to access. This implies that the costs

of environmental measures are often given more attention than the benefits resulting

from the implementation of the policy.

This brings us to the distributional effects of environmental policies. From the Hardin

argument in the previous section it is clear that the definition of the property rights of

natural resources plays a significant role. The implementation of strict norms and

regulations will cause a change in the definition of property rights. Industries which

have polluted river streams for many decades are confronted with regulations which will

decrease the possibility of using the river in this fashion. Of course, these industries try

to neutralise the effects of this implementation of severe norms. And even during the

process of the formulation of regulations, polluting industries influence policies.

Polluting industries use the uncertainties which are found in the environmental field. On

the other hand, they are stressing their own significance regarding the level of produc-

tion, employment, and the balance of payment. Oil refineries, for example, will argue

that they should not be confronted with severe norms as this will put them in a

disadvantageous competitive position. Dutch farmer organisations will stress the

economic significance of their sector. Hence, strict norms of regulating the manure

problem and requiring a reduction in the use of pesticides are attacked by this sector.

All these groups, sectors, parties and industries use economic arguments in an attempt

to influence environmental policies in their direction. This clearly demonstrates how

weak many traditional economic arguments are when they can be used by every polluter

to strengthen his or her position. Many economists argue that the introduction of

economic instruments such as levies, subsidies, and taxes will lead to an efficient

implementation of environmental measures. It is often overlooked, however, that all

instruments implemented are part and parcel of the institutions of a country. This

implies that the institutional framework, of which property rights are an important part,

should be taken into account when the implementation of environmental measures is

discussed. This is particularly true of the problem of the distribution of costs and
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benefits on environmental measures.

As long as pollution problems are mainly national there is a need for a strong national

authority. However, environmental problems are becoming increasingly international

or global. This implies that all of the difficulties mentioned previously are also present

on an international scale. This complicates environmental policies considerably. Interna-

tional cooperation in the field of the implementation of environmental problems is on

the one hand, absolutely necessary. On the other hand, different countries have different

economic interests. Furthermore, polluting sectors are not evenly distributed among

countries. Countries have the tendency to protect their polluting industries in particular

when those sectors are relatively important. Finally, we may come to some conclusions:

~` Environmental problems can be defined as economic problems. Costs and

benefits of environmental policies are relevant. Economic theory can provide us

with insights into the complexity of these relationships.

~` Traditional economic theory aiming to internalise external effects does not

provide real solutions for modern environmental problems. Alternative

approaches in which more attention is given to the relationship between the

ecosystem and the system of production and consumption have to be developed.

~` The definition of property rights of natural resources plays a crucial role in

environmental economics as well as in environmental policies. The

implementation of environmental policies is evaluated by the polluting industries

as a change in property rights. They will defend their traditional right to pollute.

~ Even when one defines environmental problems as economic problems, the

distributional effects of the implementation of environmental policies cannot be

overlooked. This implies that environmental problems are also traditional

political problems.
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6. International environmental policies

This book deals with environmental policies in an international context. Most of the

previous arguments and discussions dealt with national situations. However, all the

problems and complications mentioned before are more severe in an international

context. This is mainly caused by the fact that in a national context there is a national

authority which is able to implement a legal framework with corresponding sanctions.

On an international level this is hardly ever the case. In nearly all of the cases of

environmental disruption negotiations are the only way of solving the problem.

However, a great deal of negotiation is necessary in order to persuade polluting

countries to curb their pollution. This puts the countries suffering from pollution or

environmental disruption in a difficult position.

This was the problem at the United Nations conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, of

which the Climate Convention and the Protocol on Biodiversity were the main results.

With regard to the Climate Convention there was a sharp debate between countries such

as Brazil and the Northern countries. From a global point of view, tropical rain forests

are extremely important as a sink for carbon dioxide resulting from the use of fossil

fuels of which a high percentage is used in Northern countries. Thus, Northern

countries are of the opinion that these forests have to be protected in order to neutralise

the greenhouse effect. However, there were no well-defined cost-benefit analyses

available due to the many uncertainties in this field. The external costs of energy

consumption could not be defined and the internalisation of these external costs,

according to the Pigovian approach, could not be internalised.

The United States goverrunent is not convinced that severe measures have to be taken

to decrease the possibility of global warming. This opinion is, of course, related to the

relatively high energy consumption of the United States, a consumption level it is not

willing to give up. However, countries with a high percentage of tropical rain forests

argued that developed countries have been destroying their forests for a long time. It

would make no sense, the developing countries were the only countries responsible for
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a global problem. They said that developed countries should pay them for protecting

their tropical rain forests which would be used to solve global problems.

In this debate the concept of property rights is a crucial one. Who is the owner of the

tropical rain forests? Is it the people living in these forests, or the state of Brazil, or is

it the global community of all countries? Indeed, it is the global community which can

suffer from the greenhouse effect. However, the developed countries have contributed

considerably more to this phenomenon than the developing countries. And it is the

developing countries in particular in which the global sinks for carbon dioxide, tropical

rain forests, are located. So, it may be concluded that the distribution of costs and

benefits among different countries are the most relevant problems if a policy on the

greenhouse effect is to be established.

The United Nations Conference in Rio de Janeiro functioned as an institution for the

discussion of global environmental problems. However, this discussion has only just

started. This implies that the establishment of such an institutional framework will still

take much time and effort before an acceptable solution is found. The implementation

of global environmental policies is just the beginning!
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